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ECO FRIENDLY SPORTSWEAR

The ECONYL® yarn is a 100% regenerated Nylon coming from pre- and post-consumer Nylon waste. 
The waste can be production abonned fishing nets, production discards, industrial plastic components and textile scraps.

The ECONYL® Regeneration system is a unique chemical and mechanical process that allows to create 
regenerated yarn from waste keeping the same purity and characteristics of Nylon coming from fossil raw material. 

With this yarn, numerous textile products can be created with a double advantage for the environment. 
On the one hand, using waste material in a smart way that would otherwise remain wasted in the environment, 

and from the other hand, is precious fossil raw material be saved that is normally used in the production of Nylon. 
For every 10,000 tons of ECONYL® caprolactam (the raw material used in Econyl yarn), 70.000 barrels of 
crude oil will be saved, 57.000 tons of CO2 equivalent emissions will be avoid and 1.012 thousand GJ on 

total primary energy demand will be saved. ZEROPOINT are the world leader in Econyl based compression clothing.

WORLD CLASS PERFORMANCE

LYCRA® SPORT technology gives you the freedom to move comfortably while you strive to be your best, healthy self. 
And with long-lasting fit and recovery, you can go that little bit extra all while your clothes look and feel brand new.

When it comes to spandex and elastane, LYCRA® fiber is the groundbreaking fiber that revolutionized the apparel industry. 
Not every garment that stretches contains LYCRA® fiber, so when you shop for apparel, be sure to look for the 

LYCRA® brand name on the label or hangtag. Only then you’ll know you’re buying a garment made with the dependable brand 
name fiber you know and trust. The LYCRA® brand has nearly 60 years’ experience innovating unique fibers for the 

clothes you love to wear. In that time, LYCRA® fiber has become renowned for its quality and durability, and has become the most 
recognized brand of elastic fiber in the world today. A good quality and high proportion of elastic materials is essential for the product 

to have the right compression and keep it for a long time. Lycra also guarantees that it is done again and again, not just when you 
try the product for the first time. It is one of the most important differences between real compression and poor compression.

NO HARMFUL SUBSTANSES
The OEKO-TEX® tests for harmful substances are fundamentally based on the respective purpose 

of the textiles and materials. The more intensive the skin contact of a product and the more sensitive the skin, 
the stricter the human-ecological requirements that need to be complied with.

All of our garmets is made of fabric has Oeko-Tex certification in class 1, which means they 
meet the strictest requirements and and can be worn directly against body without any risk.

3 IMPORTANT THINGS YOU MUST
KNOW ABOUT ZEROPOINT PRODUCTS

( Facts that differentiate us from our competitors )

regenerated power
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ECO FRIENDLY SPORTSWEAR

The ECONYL® yarn is a 100% regenerated Nylon coming from pre- and post-consumer Nylon waste. 
The waste can be production abonned fishing nets, production discards, industrial plastic components and textile scraps.

The ECONYL® Regeneration system is a unique chemical and mechanical process that allows to create 
regenerated yarn from waste keeping the same purity and characteristics of Nylon coming from fossil raw material. 

With this yarn, numerous textile products can be created with a double advantage for the environment. 
On the one hand, using waste material in a smart way that would otherwise remain wasted in the environment, 

and from the other hand, is precious fossil raw material be saved that is normally used in the production of Nylon. 
For every 10,000 tons of ECONYL® caprolactam (the raw material used in Econyl yarn), 70.000 barrels of 
crude oil will be saved, 57.000 tons of CO2 equivalent emissions will be avoid and 1.012 thousand GJ on 

total primary energy demand will be saved. ZEROPOINT are the world leader in Econyl based compression clothing.

WORLD CLASS PERFORMANCE

LYCRA® SPORT technology gives you the freedom to move comfortably while you strive to be your best, healthy self. 
And with long-lasting fit and recovery, you can go that little bit extra all while your clothes look and feel brand new.

When it comes to spandex and elastane, LYCRA® fiber is the groundbreaking fiber that revolutionized the apparel industry. 
Not every garment that stretches contains LYCRA® fiber, so when you shop for apparel, be sure to look for the 

LYCRA® brand name on the label or hangtag. Only then you’ll know you’re buying a garment made with the dependable brand 
name fiber you know and trust. The LYCRA® brand has nearly 60 years’ experience innovating unique fibers for the 

clothes you love to wear. In that time, LYCRA® fiber has become renowned for its quality and durability, and has become the most 
recognized brand of elastic fiber in the world today. A good quality and high proportion of elastic materials is essential for the product 

to have the right compression and keep it for a long time. Lycra also guarantees that it is done again and again, not just when you 
try the product for the first time. It is one of the most important differences between real compression and poor compression.

NO HARMFUL SUBSTANSES

LYCRA® SPORTThe OEKO-TEX® tests for harmful substances are fundamentally based on the respective purpose 
of the textiles and materials. The more intensive the skin contact of a product and the more sensitive the skin, 

the stricter the human-ecological requirements that need to be complied with.
All of our garmets is made of fabric has Oeko-Tex certification in class 1, which means they 

meet the strictest requirements and and can be worn directly against body without any risk.

regenerated power DK Grey/Black
art.no. WASS18DKGBLK

Thai/Black
art.no. WASS19THABLK

DK Grey/Pink Candy
art.no. WASS19DKGPCA

Plum/Black/Ivory
art.no. WASS19PLUBLK

Ivory/DK Grey
art.no. WASS18IVODKG

Pink Soda/DK Greycol.code 
art.no. WASS18PSODKG

WS Athletic Compression SS Top
COMPRESSION LEVEL 22 mmhg

78% ECONYL®Yarn/22% LYCRA®Sport - 190g/m2

ZEROPOINT short sleeve top for women in medium compression helps you 
train more efficiently and more comfortable. 2-way stretch material with 
shape retention combined with anatomical fit provides perfect compression 
experience. Supports your muscles, reduces vibration and strain, enhances 
blood flow and helps remove lactic acid. No seams at the armpit for best 
comfort. Excellent breathability and quick-dry fabric. Glued seamless bottom 
hem and pilling restistant. 

The fabric is made of ECONYL® Yarn. A yarn 100% regenerated from fishing 
nets and other waste materials. All reinforced with LYCRA® SPORT technology 
ensuring your gear has the correct fiber stretch and top performing fabrics. This 
technology provides optimal compression during workouts when you need 
muscle recovery and freedom of movement the most. Biological antibacerially 
treated to prevent bad odors. Free from harmful substanses. 

WS Athletic Compression Training Top
COMPRESSION LEVEL 18 mmhg

87% Polyamide /13% Elastan - 200g/m2

Grey Melange/DK Grey melange
art.no. WASS18GMDGM

Pink Melange/DK Pink melange
art.no. WASS18PMDPM

Pink Melange/DK Grey melange
art.no. WASS18PMDGM

ZEROPOINT new Short Sleeve Training Top for women in softer medium 
compression. The fabric is extremly soft and comfortble to wear. It is also 
biological antibacterially treated to prevent bad odors. 2-way elastic material 
combined with anatomical fit provides perfect compression experience. 
Supports your muscles, reduces vibration and strain, enhances blood flow and 
helps remove lactic acid. No seams at the armpit for best comfort. Exceptional 
breathability and quick-dry fabric. Powered with Lycra®Sport. Free from 
harmful substanses.
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Ivory/Dark Grey
art.no. WACT18IVODKG

WS Athletic Compression Tights
COMPRESSION LEVEL 22 mmhg

78% ECONYL®Yarn/22% LYCRA®Sport - 190g/m2

Black
art.no.WACS18BLK

Pink Candy
art.no.WACS18PCA

Pink Soda
art.no.WACS18PSO

WS Athletic Shorts
COMPRESSION LEVEL 22 mmhg

78% ECONYL®Yarn/22% LYCRA®Sport - 190g/m2

Athletic shorts have the medium compression. New fit with normal waist. 
Excellent breathabilty and fast dry fabric. Designed for all types of sports and 
activities. Targeted compression to your muscles helps remove lactic acids, 
reduces muscle vibration and strain and enhances blood flow. Free from harmful 
substanses and biological antibacerially treated to prevent bad odors. 
Sustainable techno-fabric, made of a ECONYL® regenerated Nylon that turns 
waste problems into high end recycled fabric. The fabric is versatile, hyper-
resistant, thin, exclusive, elastic, soft and breathable: a unique mix of muscular 
compression and comfort. Thanks to its innovative construction, it is twice as 
resistant to chlorine and suntan creams and oils than competitors’ fabrics. 
Perfect to use in the swimming arena.

WS Athletic Training Skirts
COMPRESSION LEVEL 22 mmhg

80% ECONYL®Yarn/20% LYCRA®Sport - 225g/m2

82% ECONYL®Yarn/18% LYCRA®Sport - 170g/m2

Black
art.no.WATS18BLK

White
art.no.WATS18WHT

Compression skirt with integrated shorts as a one piece, will keep you 
covered, supported and comfortable. Perfect for women who want to feel 
more comfortable in the track, in the gym or on the court. Lightweight 
and in excellent breathability and quick-dry fabric. Free from harmful 
substanses and biological antibacerially treated to prevent bad odors.
Sustainable techno-fabric, made of a ECONYL® regenerated Nylon that 
turns waste problems into high end recycled fabric. The fabric is versatile, 
hyper-resistant, thin, exclusive, elastic, soft and breathable: a unique mix 
of muscular compression and comfort.

regenerated power

Black/Dark Grey
art.no. WACT18BLKTIT

Pink Soda/Pink Candy
art.no. WACT18PSOPCA

Athletic tights in medium compression. Fit with slightly higher waist 
for higher comfort. Excellent breathabilty and quick-dry fabric. 
Designed for all types of sports and activities. Targeted compression 
to your muscles helps remove lactic acids, reduces muscle vibration 
and strain and enhances blood flow. Perfect to use for recovery. 
Free from harmful substanses and biological antibacerially treated to 
prevent bad odors. Perfect to use for the yoga, the gym, running and 
recovery. ECONYL® Yarn fabric in combination with Lycra®Sport 
ensures correct fiber stretch and top performing compression.

Thai/Ivory
art.no. WACT19THAIVO
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WS Athletic Compression LS Top
COMPRESSION LEVEL 22 mmhg

78% ECONYL®Yarn/22% LYCRA®Sport - 190g/m2

Black
art.no. WALS18BLK

Ivory
art.no. WALS18IVO

Pink Soda
art.no. WALS18PSO

Plum/Black
art.no. WALS18PLMBLK

regenerated power

ZEROPOINT Long Sleeve Top for women in medium compression helps you 
train more efficiently and more comfortable. 2-way stretch material with 
shape retention combined with anatomical fit provides perfect compression 
experience. Supports your muscles, reduces vibration and strain, enhances 
blood flow and helps remove lactic acid. No seams at the armpit for best 
comfort. Excellent breathability and quick-dry fabric. Glued seamless bottom 
hem and pilling restistant. 

The fabric is made of ECONYL® Yarn. A yarn 100% regenerated from fishing 
nets and other waste materials. All reinforced with LYCRA® SPORT tech-
nology ensuring your gear has the correct fiber stretch and top performing 
fabrics. This technology provides optimal compression during workouts when 
you need muscle recovery and freedom of movement the most. Biological 
antibacerially treated to prevent bad odors. Free from harmful substanses. 

WS Athletic Compression Hot Pants
COMPRESSION LEVEL 22 mmhg

78% ECONYL®Yarn/22% LYCRA®Sport - 190g/m2

Thai
art.no. WAHP19THA

Black
art.no. WAHP19BLK

Plum
art.no. WAHP19PLM

Athletic shorts with high waist in medium compression. Excellent breathabilty and 
quick-dry fabric. Designed for all types of sports and activities. 100% free from 
harmful substanses. Biological antibacerially treated to prevent bad odors. 
Sustainable techno-fabric, made of a ECONYL® regenerated Nylon that turns 
waste problems into high end recycled fabric. The fabric is versatile, hyper-resi-
stant, thin, exclusive, elastic, soft and breathable: a unique mix of muscular com-
pression and comfort. Thanks to its innovative construction, it is twice as resistant 
to chlorine and suntan creams and oils than competitors’ fabrics. 
Perfect to use in the swimming arena or to the beach volleyball.
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WS Performance LS Top
COMPRESSION LEVEL 35 mmhg

65% ECONYL®Yarn/35% LYCRA®Sport - 190g/m2

WS Performance LS Top
COMPRESSION LEVEL 35 mmhg

65% ECONYL®Yarn/35% LYCRA®Sport - 190g/m2

Black
art.no. TSWB16

Black
art.no. SLWB16

ZEROPOINT female tops in hard compression helps you train more 
efficiently and raise your performance level. The compression is targeted to 
the muscles and 2-way elastic material with shape retention combined with 
anatomical fit provides the best possible compression experience with full 
muscle control. Supports your muscles, reduces vibration and strain, enhan-
ces blood flow and helps remove lactic acid. Excellent breathability, lightness 
and quick-dry fabric. Glued seamless bottom hem with anti glide stripe 

The fabric is made of ECONYL® Yarn. A yarn 100% regenerated from fishing 
nets and other waste materials. All reinforced with LYCRA® SPORT tech-
nology ensuring your gear has the correct fiber stretch and top performing 
fabrics. This technology provides optimal compression during workouts when 
you need muscle recovery and freedom of movement the most. Biological 
antibacerially treated to prevent bad odors. UV protection and free from 
harmful substanses. 

Black
art.no.CSWBP16

White
art.no. CSWW16

WS Performance Shorts 
COMPRESSION LEVEL 35 mmhg

65% ECONYL®Yarn/35% LYCRA®Sport - 190g/m2

Compression shorts that guarantee  the best support for your muscles as well as the 
perfect anatomical fit. Get more out of workouts and recover faster. Wicks sweat and 
moisture and breathes when you need cooling down. Targeted hard compression to your 
muscles helps remove lactic acids, reduces muscle vibration, strain and enhances blood 
flow. Biological antibacterially treated to prevent bad odors. 100% free from harmful sub-
stanses. Can be used also in the swimming arena since the fabric is chlorine resistant.
ECONYL® Yarn fabric in combination with Lycra®Sport ensures correct fiber stretch and top 
performing compression.

Black
art.no. WAPT18BLK
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WS Performance Tights
COMPRESSION LEVEL 35 mmhg

65% ECONYL®Yarn/35% LYCRA®Sport - 190g/m2

Black
art.no.WPCT18BLK

Side Backside

regenerated power

One of our best selling tights and are often comment as ”The best tights they ever tried”. 
Performance tights have the highest compression level. Perfect fit with extra high waist. 
The waist fabric has a lower compression for excellent comfort. Minimum amount of 
seams makes the tights extremely comfortable. Designed for all types of intense sports 
and activities. Has also become popular as casual tights for its outstanding sculpting 
effect. Targeted compression to your muscles helps remove lactic acids, reduces muscle 
vibration, strain and enhances blood flow. Anatomical cut with high shape retention 
ensures perfect fit. Excellent breathability and quick-dry fabric. 

The fabric is made of ECONYL® Yarn. A yarn 100% regenerated from fishing nets and 
other waste materials. All reinforced with LYCRA® SPORT technology ensuring your gear 
has the correct fiber stretch and top performing fabrics. This technology provides optimal 
compression during workouts when you need muscle recovery and freedom of movement 
the most. Biological antibacerially treated to prevent bad odors. UV protection and 100% 
free from harmful substanses makes this tights one of the best you can find.

Athletic Power compression tights made of a 
ECONYL® regenerated Nylon, which boosts 
excellent recovery power and always the perfect 
muscular compression aimed at decreasing the 
production of lactic acid, thus boosting a faster 
recovery of energy. Soft and pleasant on the skin, 
compact and breathable, it is also highly UV 
protective ( UPF 50+). Excellent breathabilty and 
quick-dry fabric. Fit with normal waist.  

ECONYL® Yarn is a yarn 100% regenerated from 
fishing nets and other waste materials. 
All reinforced with LYCRA® SPORT technology 
ensuring your gear has the correct fiber stretch and 
top performing features. This technology provides 
optimal compression during workouts/training.
Biological antibacerially treated to prevent bad 
odors. UV protection and free from harmful
substanses. 

WS Athletic Power Tights
COMPRESSION LEVEL 25 mmhg

78% ECONYL®Yarn/22% LYCRA®Sport - 225g/m2

Black
art.no. WAPT18BLK

Rose/DK Navy
art.no. WAPT18ROSDNA
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Titanium/MidG Grey/Claoud
vart.no. WATT18 TITCLO

regenerated power

Plum/Ivory/Cotton Candy
art.no. WATT19PLMCCA

Black/Ivory/Titan
art.no. WATT18BLKTIT

Pink Candy/Crystal Blue/Ivory
art.no. WATT18PCAIVO

WS Athletic Tights
COMPRESSION LEVEL 22 mmhg

78% ECONYL®Yarn/22% LYCRA®Sport - 190g/m2

Athletic tights have the medium compression level in the Zeropoint tights 
range. Fit with normal waist. Excellent breathabilty and quick-dry fabric. 
Designed for all types of sports and activities. 2-way stretch fabric with 
targeted compression to your muscles, helps remove lactic acids, reduces 
muscle vibration and strain and enhances blood flow. Perfect to use for 
running, at the gym and for recovery. Excellent UV protection.

New fit in 2/3 length with higher waist and shorter leg. Excellent breathabilty 
and fast dry fabric. Designed for all types of sports and activities. 2-way 
stretch fabric with targeted compression to your muscles, helps remove lactic 
acids, reduces muscle vibration and strain and enhances blood flow. Perfect 
to use for running, at the gym and for recovery. Excellent UV protection..
Excellent breathabilty and quick-dry fabric. Free from harmful substanses. 

The fabric is made of ECONYL® Yarn. A yarn 100% regenerated from fishing 
nets and other waste materials. All reinforced with LYCRA® SPORT technolo-
gy ensuring your gear has the correct fiber stretch and top performing fabrics. 
This technology provides optimal compression during workouts/training. 
Biological antibacerially treated to prevent bad odors. UV protection and free 
from harmful substanses. 

Capri tights made of ECONYL® Yarn. A yarn 100% regenerated from fishing 
nets and other waste materials. All reinforced with LYCRA® SPORT techno-
logy ensuring correct fiber stretch and top performing fabric. Biological anti-
bacerially treated to prevent bad odors. UV protection and free from harmful 
substanses. Normal waist. Quick-dry  and exceptional brethability.
Reflective elements keep you visible in the dark.

Space Blue/Ivory/Crystal Blue
art.no. WATT18SPBCRB

WS Athletic Compression 2/3 Tights
COMPRESSION LEVEL 22 mmhg

78% ECONYL®Yarn/22% LYCRA®Sport - 190g/m2

WS Athletic Compression 3/4 Tights
COMPRESSION LEVEL 22 mmhg

78% ECONYL®Yarn/22% LYCRA®Sport - 190g/m2

Black
art.no. W23T19BLK

Thai
art.no. W23T19THA

Plum
art.no. W23T19PLM

Black
art.no. WACC18 BLK

Pink Candy
art.no. WACC18 PCA

Army
art.no. WACC18 ARM
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WS Athletic Body Suit
COMPRESSION LEVEL 22 mmhg

78% ECONYL®Yarn/22% LYCRA®Sport - 190g/m2

Plum/Black/Ivory
art.no. WABS19PLMBLK

Plum/Black/Ivory
Backside

Black/Thai/Titanium
art.no. WABS19BLKTIT

Brand new product in the ZEROPOINT Athletic range. Body suit in medium 
compression with anatomical cutting. 2-way stretch provides perfect fit. 
Forms and sculpts the body with guaranteed shape resistance, giving the 
user full muscle control. Quick drying material with very good breathability. 
Seamless armpits for greater comfort. Zip at front with protection placket.Ex-
cellent cover - ”no see trough”. Sweat, sunscreens, oils and chlorine resistant. 
Glued seamless leg ends. Reflective elements and logos. Perfect to use 
for triathlon events, gym and track and field events.

Sustainable techno-fabric, made of a ECONYL® regenerated Nylon that turns 
waste problems into high end recycled fabric. The fabric is versatile, hyper-
resistant, thin, exclusive, elastic, soft and breathable: a unique mix of muscular 
compression and comfort. Thanks to its innovative construction, it is twice as 
resistant to chlorine and suntan creams and oils than competitors’ fabrics. 
All reinforced with LYCRA® SPORT technology ensuring your gear has the correct 
fiber stretch and top performing features. Biological antibacerially treated to 
prevent bad odors. UV protection and free from harmful substanses. 

MS Athletic Body Suit
art. MABS19

COMPRESSION LEVEL 22 mmhg
78% ECONYL®Yarn/22% LYCRA®Sport - 190g/m2

Black/Ivory/Titanium
col.code PLMBLK

Black/Ivory/Titanium
(backside)

Midnight Blue/Radiant
col.code MBLRAD
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MS Performance LS Top
COMPRESSION LEVEL 35 mmhg

65% ECONYL®Yarn/35% LYCRA®Sport - 190g/m2

MS Performance LS Top
COMPRESSION LEVEL 35 mmhg

65% ECONYL®Yarn/35% LYCRA®Sport - 190g/m2

Black
art.no. TS16B

Black
art.no. SL16B

ZEROPOINT male tops in hard compression helps you train more efficiently 
and raise your performance level. The compression is targeted to the muscles 
and 2-way elastic material with shape retention combined with anatomical fit 
provides the best possible compression experience with full muscle control. 
Supports your muscles, reduces vibration and strain, enhances blood flow 
and helps remove lactic acid. Excellent breathability, lightness and quick-dry 
fabric. Glued seamless bottom hem. 

The fabric is made of ECONYL® Yarn. A yarn 100% regenerated from 
fishing nets and other waste materials. All reinforced with LYCRA® SPORT 
technology ensures a perfect fit and boasts both an efficient shape retention 
power over time and the correct muscular compression, due also to its high 
modulus. Dynamic, lively, strong and high performance..  Biological antiba-
cerially treated to prevent bad odors. UV protection and free from harmful 
substanses. 

MS Athletic PowerTights
COMPRESSION LEVEL 25 mmhg

78% ECONYL®Yarn/22% LYCRA®Sport - 225g/m2

Black
art.no. MAPT18BLK

Athletic Power compression tights made of a 
ECONYL® regenerated Nylon, which boosts 
excellent recovery power and always the perfect 
muscular compression aimed at decreasing the 
production of lactic acid, thus boosting a faster 
recovery of energy. Soft and pleasant on the skin, 
compact and breathable, it is also highly UV 
protective ( UPF 50+). Excellent breathabilty and 
quick-dry fabric. Fit with normal waist.  

ECONYL® Yarn is a yarn 100% regenerated from 
fishing nets and other waste materials. All rein-
forced with LYCRA® SPORT technology ensuring 
your gear has the correct fiber stretch and top 
performing features. This technology provides 
optimal compression during workouts/training. 
UV protection and free from harmful substanses. 
Biological antibacerially treated to prevent bad 
odors. 

regenerated power
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Black
art.no. MPCT18BLK

Black/Orangina/Titanium
art.no. MPCT19BLKORA

DK Navy/Ivory/Radience
art.no. MPCT19DKNRAD

DK Grey/Cloud/Black
art.no. MPCT19DKGBLK

Dark Navy
art.no. MPCT18DKN

regenerated power

MS Performance Tights
COMPRESSION LEVEL 35 mmhg

65% ECONYL®Yarn/35% LYCRA®Sport - 190g/m2

Performance tights have the highest compression level in the ZeroPoint tights range. 
Excellent breathability and quick-dry fabric. Shape retention ensures perfect fit and 
compression level. Anatomical cutted style. Excellent breathabilty and fast dry fabric. 
Designed for all types of sports and activities. Targeted compression to your muscles 
helps remove lactic acids, reduces muscle vibration and strain and enhances blood flow. 
Reflective elements for higher visibility in the dark. Seamless and glued leg hem.

The fabric is made of ECONYL® Yarn. A yarn 100% regenerated from fishing nets and 
other waste materials. All reinforced with LYCRA® SPORT technology ensuring your gear 
has the correct fiber stretch and top performing fabrics. This technology provides optimal 
compression during workouts when you need muscle recovery and freedom of movement 
the most. Biological antibacerially treated to prevent bad odors. UV protection and 100% 
free from harmful substanses makes this tights one of the best you can find.

MS Performance Shorts 
COMPRESSION LEVEL 35 mmhg

65% ECONYL®Yarn/35% LYCRA®Sport - 190g/m2

Compression shorts that guarantee  the best support for your muscles as well as the 
perfect anatomical fit. Get more out of workouts and recover faster. Wicks sweat and 
moisture and breathes when you need cooling down. Targeted hard compression to your 
muscles helps remove lactic acids, reduces muscle vibration, strain and enhances blood 
flow. Biological antibacterially treated to prevent bad odors. 100% free from harmful sub-
stanses. Can be used also in the swimming arena since the fabric is chlorine resistant.
ECONYL® Yarn fabric in combination with Lycra®Sport ensures correct fiber stretch and top 
performing compression.

Black
art.no CSBO17

White
art.no CSW17
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Black/Devils Orange
art.no. MASS18BLKDOR

Black/Titanium
art.no. MASS18BLKTIT

regenerated power

White/Aqua
art.no. MASS18WHTAQU

MS Athletic Compression SS Top
COMPRESSION LEVEL 22 mmhg

78% ECONYL®Yarn/22% LYCRA®Sport - 190g/m2

ZEROPOINT short sleeve top for men in medium compression helps you 
train more efficiently and more comfortable. 2-way stretch material with 
shape retention combined with anatomical fit provides perfect compression 
experience. Supports your muscles, reduces vibration and strain, enhances 
blood flow and helps remove lactic acid. No seams at the armpit for best 
comfort. Excellent breathability and quick-dry fabric. Glued seamless bottom 
hem and pilling restistant. 

The fabric is made of ECONYL® Yarn. A yarn 100% regenerated from fishing 
nets and other waste materials. All reinforced with LYCRA® SPORT technology 
ensuring your gear has the correct fiber stretch and top performing fabrics. This 
technology provides optimal compression during workouts when you need 
muscle recovery and freedom of movement the most. Biological antibacerially 
treated to prevent bad odors. Free from harmful substanses. 

Black
art.no. MASS19BLK

Black/Ivory/Orangina
art.no. MASS19BLKORA

DK Navy/Radient/ivory
art.no. MASS19DKNRAD

Titanium/Black/Cloud
art.no. MASS19TITCLO
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Black/Aqua/White
art.no. MALS18 AQUBLK

Black/White/Devils Orange
 art.no. MALS18WHTBLK

Black/Titanium/Chartreuse
art.no. MALS18TITBLK

regenerated power

MS Athletic Compression LS Top
COMPRESSION LEVEL 22 mmhg

78% ECONYL®Yarn/22% LYCRA®Sport - 190g/m2

ZEROPOINT Long Sleeve Top for men in medium compression helps you 
train more efficiently and more comfortable. 2-way stretch material with 
shape retention combined with anatomical fit provides perfect compression 
experience. Supports your muscles, reduces vibration and strain, enhances 
blood flow and helps remove lactic acid. No seams at the armpit for best 
comfort. Excellent breathability and quick-dry fabric. Glued seamless bottom 
hem and pilling restistant. 

The fabric is made of ECONYL® Yarn. A yarn 100% regenerated from fishing 
nets and other waste materials. All reinforced with LYCRA® SPORT technology 
ensuring your gear has the correct fiber stretch and top performing fabrics. 
This technology provides optimal compression during workouts when you need 
muscle recovery and freedom of movement the most. Biological antibacerially 
treated to prevent bad odors. Free from harmful substanses. 

Black
art.no. MALS19BLK

Black/Orangina/Ivory
art.no. MALS19BLKORA

DK Navy/Radient/Ivory
art.no. MALS19DKNRAD

Titanium/Black/Cloud
art.no. MALS19TITCLO
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Titanium/Devils Orange/Black
art.no. MACT18TITBLK

Black/DK Grey
art.no. MACT18BLKDKG

Black/Cloud/Titanium
art.no. MACT19BLTIT

DK Navy/Ivory/Radient
art.no. MACT19BLTIT

Black/Ivory/Orangina
art.no. MACT19BLKORA

MS Athletic Tights
COMPRESSION LEVEL 22 mmhg

78% ECONYL®Yarn/22% LYCRA®Sport - 190g/m2

Athletic tights have the medium compression level in the Zeropoint tights 
range. Fit with normal waist. Excellent breathabilty and quick-dry fabric. 
Designed for all types of sports and activities. Targeted compression to your 
muscles helps remove lactic acids, reduces muscle vibration and strain and 
enhances blood flow. Biological antibacterially treated to prevent bad odors. 
100% free from harmful substanses. Perfect perfect for runners, athletes and 
for recovery. Reflective elements for better visibility in the dark.

The fabric is made of ECONYL® Yarn. A yarn 100% regenerated from fishing 
nets and other waste materials. All reinforced with LYCRA® SPORT technolo-
gy ensuring your gear has the correct fiber stretch and top performing fabrics. 
This technology provides optimal compression during workouts/training. 
Biological antibacerially treated to prevent bad odors. UV protection and free 
from harmful substanses. 

Black/Titanium
art.no. MACS18BLKTIT

Nordic Blue/Black
art.no. MACS18NBLBLK

Sporting Red/Titanium
art.no. MACS18SRDTIT

Blueberry/White
art.no. MACS18BLBWHT

MS Athletic Compression Shorts
COMPRESSION LEVEL 22 mmhg

78% ECONYL®Yarn/22% LYCRA®Sport - 190g/m2

2-colored shorts in medium compression. Anatomical cut, normal waist 
and glued seamless leg hem. Quick-dry and anti pilling fabric with excellent 
breathabilty. Targeted compression to your muscles helps remove lactic acids, 
reduces muscle vibration and strain and enhances blood flow. Designed for 
all types of sports and activities. Perfect to use for swimming since the shorts 
is chlorine resistant. 

The fabric is made of ECONYL® Yarn. A yarn 100% regenerated from fishing 
nets and other waste materials. All reinforced with LYCRA® SPORT tech-
nology ensuring your gear has the correct fiber stretch and top performing 
fabrics. This technology provides optimal compression during workouts when 
you need muscle recovery and freedom of movement the most. Biological 
antibacerially treated to prevent bad odors. Free from harmful substanses. 
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Running shorts in unisex fit. The soft, brushed 
and elastic fabric makes these shorts to a perfect 
complement to your compression shorts or tights. 
Breathable and quick-dry fabrics. With a mesh 
innerpant. Reflective elements and logos.

MS Athletic Compression 3/4 Tights
COMPRESSION LEVEL 22 mmhg

78% ECONYL®Yarn/22% LYCRA®Sport - 190g/m2

MS Running Shorts
76% Polyester/24% Spandex 

84% Polyester/16% Spandes (lining)

Black
art.no. MARS18BLK

Space Blue/White
art.no. MARS18SBLWHT

White/Black
art.no. MARS18WHTBLK

Black/Devils Orange/Titanium
art.no. MACC18BLKTIT

Black/Ivory/Chartreuse
art.no. MACC18BLKCHA

regenerated power

3/4 tights in medium compression with anatomical cutting for perfect fit. 
2-way stretch forms and sculpts the body with guaranteed shape resistance, 
giving the user  full muscle control. Quick drying material with very good 
breathability. Seamless leg hems. Sweat, sunscreens, oils and chlorine 
resistant Glued seamless leg ends. reflective elements and logos. Biological 
antibacerially treated to prevent bad odors. UV protection and free from 
harmful substanses. 

Sustainable techno-fabric, made of a ECONYL® regenerated Nylon that turns 
waste problems into high end recycled fabric. The fabric is versatile, hyper-re-
sistant, thin, exclusive, elastic, soft and breathable: a unique mix of muscular 
compression and comfort. Thanks to its innovative construction, it is twice as 
resistant to chlorine and suntan creams and oils than competitors’ fabrics. 
All reinforced with LYCRA® SPORT technology ensuring your gear has the 
correct fiber stretch and top performing features. 
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MS Athletic Runners Jacket
100% Polyester - 220g/m2

Black
art.no. MARJ18BLK

WS Athletic Runners Jacket
100% Polyester - 220g/m2

Black
art.no. WARJ18BLK WS Runner Thermal Half Zip

COMPRESSION LEVEL 15 mmhg
85% Polyamide/15% LYCRA®Sport  - 250g/m2

In this elastic jacket you can stay dry, warm and comfortable when you’re 
training and when you’re of track. A soft and water-resistant jacket with 
polyester membrane for exceptional breathability. 
Waterproofing 8.100 mm - DWR finish, Class 2 - En343, intermediate foul 
weather protection. Windproof. Anatomical cut - special fit for momen. 
Zip at front with protection placket. Adjustable hood with a soft and elastic 
melange lining. Hand warmers with thumb grip in same elastic fabric. 
Zipped front pockets with mesh lining. Drop hem for best weather protection. 
Adjustable waist. Reflective tape at hem and logos keep you visible in the 
dark.

Elastic jacket. A soft and water-resistant jacket with polyester membrane for 
exceptional breathability. Waterproofing 8.100 mm - DWR finish, Class 2 - 
En343, intermediate foul weather protection. Windproof och lightweight.
Anatomical cut to fit better on the body. Full zip at front with protection 
placket. Hidden zipped handwrmer pockets with mesh lining. Drop hem for 
best weather protection. Reflective tape at hem and logos keep you visible in 
the dark. Loop at back to keep headphone cabels in place.
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Black
art.no. MTFZ18BLK

MS Runner Thermal Full Zip
COMPRESSION LEVEL 15 mmhg

85% Polyamide/15% LYCRA®Sport  - 250g/m2

regenerated power

Black
art.no. MTHZ18BLK

MS Runner Thermal Half Zip
COMPRESSION LEVEL 15 mmhg

85% Polyamide/15% LYCRA®Sport  - 250g/m2

Black
art.no. WTHZ18BLK

WS Runner Thermal Half Zip
COMPRESSION LEVEL 15 mmhg

85% Polyamide/15% LYCRA®Sport  - 250g/m2

Soft thermal products in a high-tech brushed fabric, particularly pleasant 
on the skin. The material undergoes a special brush technique to increase 
thermal insulation ability. Stemming from a long research on the properties 
of the fur of the polar bear. Its excellent breathability and the bacteriostatic 
treatment applied to this exclusive fabric, boost the natural moisture wicking 
process, preventing bacteria proliferation and the consequent creation of bad 
smell. 2-way stretch fabric with shape retention. 

Anatomical cuts guarantee perfect fit. Very light and soft. The half zip 
versions has a front zip with protection placket, several refective elements 
and a zipped pocket om the back with mesh lining. The full zip version has 
2 hidden handwarmer pockets on the front, full zip with protection placket, 
loops for headphone cabels and reflective elements to make you visible in 
the dark. Designed for people who love outdoor sports and who wish to keep 
training also in bad weather conditions .

Black
art.no. WTFZ18BLK

WS Runner Thermal Full Zip
COMPRESSION LEVEL 15 mmhg

85% Polyamide/15% LYCRA®Sport  - 250g/m2
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WS Thermal Compression LS Top
COMPRESSION LEVEL 15 mmhg

78%ECONYL®Yarn/22% LYCRA®Sport  - 210g/m2

WS Thermal Compression Tights
COMPRESSION LEVEL 15 mmhg

85% Polayamide/15% LYCRA®Sport  - 250g/m2

MS Thermal Compression Tights
COMPRESSION LEVEL 15 mmhg

85% Polayamide/15% LYCRA®Sport  - 250g/m2

MS Thermal Compression LS Top
COMPRESSION LEVEL 15 mmhg

78%ECONYL®Yarn/22% LYCRA®Sport  - 210g/m2

Soft thermal products in a high-tech brushed fabric, particularly pleasant 
on the skin. The material undergoes a special brush technique to increase 
thermal insulation ability. Stemming from a long research on the properties 
of the fur of the polar bear. Its excellent breathability and the bacteriostatic 
treatment applied to this exclusive fabric, boost the natural moisture wicking

process, preventing bacteria proliferation and the consequent creation of 
bad smell. 2-way stretch fabric with shape retention. Designed for people 
who love outdoor sports and who wish to keep training also in bad weather 
conditions. Refelctibve elements and logos to keep you visible in the dark

Black
art.no. WTCT19BLK

Black
art.no. MTCT19BLK

WS Runner Thermal Vest
COMPRESSION LEVEL 15 mmhg

85% Polyamide/15% LYCRA®Sport - 250g/m2

MS Runner Thermal Vest
COMPRESSION LEVEL 15 mmhg

85% Polyamide/15% LYCRA®Sport - 250g/m2

Black
art.no. MTV19BLK

Black
art.no. WTV19BLK

Black

Long sleeve top for females made in sustainable techno-fabrics made of a 
ECONYL® regenerated Nylon, it stands out for its matt look and its warm, 
natural, suede-like hand feel. Fascinating, soft, compact and breathabeI.
Ideal for trendy activewear to be worn direct against the body. 100% free from 
harmful substanses. Biological antibacterially treated to prevent bad odors. 
Reflective elements/logos. 

Male version of long sleeve top made in sustainable techno-fabrics made of a 
ECONYL® regenerated Nylon. Inovated new fabric that stands out for its matt 
look and high-tech features . It´s warm, natural, suede-like hand feel. extre-
mely soft, compact and breathabeI. Perfect for activewear to be worn direct 
against the body since it´s 100% free from harmful substanses. Biological 
antibacterially treated to prevent bad odors. Reflective elements/logos. 

Black
art.no. WTLS18BLK

Black
art.no. MTLS18BLK

MS Runner Thermal Vest
art. MTV19

COMPRESSION LEVEL 15 mmhg
85% Polyamide/15% LYCRA®Sport - 250g/m2

Thermal vest for females in anatomical shape.
Full zip at fron with protection placket. Zipped 
pocket at back. Very light and soft, perfect as a 
complement to our thermal LS top.

Thermal tights for females with extra high waist. 
Anatomical shape. Zippered leg ends and small 
pocket at the back with zip.Extremly comfortable 
to wear. Reflective elements.

Thermal tights for males with zippered leg ends.
and pocket at back with zip. Anatomical shape. 
Extremly comfortable to wear. Reflective elements.

Thermal vest for males in anatomical shape.
Full zip at fron with protection placket. Zipped 
pocket at back. Very light and soft, perfect as a 
complement to our thermal LS top.
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MS Thermal Compression Tights
COMPRESSION LEVEL 15 mmhg

85% Polayamide/15% LYCRA®Sport  - 250g/m2

Black/Grey Blue/Grey Red/Grey Crystal/White Pink Soda /White White/Devil Orange AcidLime/BlackBlack/Yellow White/Yellow

Black/GG Navy/BW Red/WB Black/PW      

ALPINE COMPRESSION SOCK

Grey/GB Black/RW Navy/BW Pink/WB

CROSS COUNTRY COMPRESSION SOCK

Black/Grey  White/BlueNavy Pink

HYBRID COMPRESSION SOCK

PRO RACING COMPRESSION CALF SLEEVES

Black /Grey Blue /Grey Red /Grey Pink Soda /White Crystal /White White /Devils OrangeAcidLime /BlackBlack /Yellow White /Yellow

PRO RACING COMPRESSION SOCKS

Black Pink WhiteBlue Multi

MERINO WOOL COMPRESSION SOCK

Black Navy Pink
Black White/GreyNavy Multi

CREW COMPRESSION SOCKANKLE COMPRESSION SOCK

Black Cerise Blue ArmyAqua Chartreuse

INTENSE 2.0 COMPRESSION SOCK

DK Grey /PinkWhite /GreyDevils Orange Pink Candy DK Grey/Grey

Black White /GreyAqua Chartreuse

INTENSE 2.0 COMPRESSION ARM SLEEVE

Black CeriseBlue /White White /GreyAquaChartreuse

INTENSE 2.0 COMPRESSION CALF SLEEVE

Army Devils Orange Pink Candy DK Grey /GreyDK Grey /Pink

WWW.ZPCOMPRESSION.COM
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Hybrid Compression Sock 
COMPRESSION LEVEL 15-20 mmhg

65% Nylon/25% Lycra®Sport/10% X-Static®

White/Blue
art.no. CHWB17

Navy
art.no.CHN17

Pink
art.no.CHP17

Black/Grey
art.no. CH17B

Hybrid Silver Compression Socks are designed for long-time use. 
The sock is great for a wide variety of purposes such as training, 
sports, work and travel. The silver yarn used in manufacturing 
Hybrid Silver Socks help fight microbes and odours. Excellent 
moisture management with foot air flow knitting. The sock is a 
favourite for performance and for recovery purposes.

Wear the socks 1-2 hours after workout to boost the recovery 
process. The sock is medium graduated compression, lightweight, 
highly elastic and the ideal support for your legs during travel or 
for long periods of standing or sedentary work as they prevent 
swelling of legs and feet.

Compression Low Sock 
COMPRESSION LEVEL 20 mmhg

75% Nylon / 25% Lycra®Sport

Blck
art.no. CLSBLK18

White
art.no. CLSWHT18

Cerise
art.no. CLSCER18

Green
art.no. CLSGRE18

Non-show sock in stabel compression. In addition to supporting 
over 30 muscles in your feet, this low socks help energize your 
feet and improve muscle function. Excellent moisture 
management keeps your feet dry.

Anatomical fit with strong heel and toe area. Protect your feet 
from from blistering and wear-out enabling you to last longer. 
Unisex style.

Compression Crew Sock 
 COMPRESSION LEVEL 20 mmhg

75% Nylon / 25% Lycra®Sport

The sock supports over 30 muscles in your feet, helps to 
energize your feet, improve muscle function and reduce 
swollen feet. Anatomical fit, with special compression 
weave throughout the footstool, gives the sock a unique 
glove-like fit. Use socks for all types of sports activities, 

for daily use and for reducing swollen feet for long hours of 
standing work or travel. Excellent moisture management 
keeps your feet dry.  A favorite model among golfers, racket 
players, runners and pilots. Unisex style.

Black
art.no. CCSB17

Navy
art.no. CCSN17

Multi
art.no. CCSMS17

White/Grey
art.no. CCSWG17

In addition to supporting over 30 muscles in your feet, Zeropoint 
ankle socks in hard compression help energize your feet and 
improve muscle function. The socks have padded areas to 
protect your feet from from blistering and wear-out enabling you 
to last longer. 

Excellent moisture management keeps your feet dry.
 Anatomical fit with strong heel and toe area. Glove-like fit 
making it one of the most comfortable sport socks on the 
market. Combine the ankle sock with our calf sleeve for an 
optimal compression experience. Unisex style.

Black
art.no. ASB17

Blue
art.no. ASBL17

White
art.no. ASW17

Multi
art.no. ASMS17

Pink
art.no. ASP17

Compression Ankle Sock 
COMPRESSION LEVEL 20 mmhg

75% Nylon/25% Lycra®Sport
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Pink Soda/White
PRSPSOWHT18

Blue Crystal/White
PRSCBLWHT17

White/Devils Orange
PRSWHTDOR18

Acid Lime/Black
PRSACLBLK18

Pro Racing Compression Calf Sleeve
 COMPRESSION LEVEL 20-30 mmhg

75% Nylon / 25% Lycra®Sport

Blue/Grey
col. code BLG

Black/Yellow
col. code BY

White/Yellow
col. code WY

Black/Grey
col. code BG

Red/Grey
col. code RG

Pink Soda/White
col. code PSOWHT

Blue Crystal/White
col. code CBLWHT

White/Devils Orange
col. code WHTDOR

Acid Lime/Black
col. code ACLBLK

Zeropoint Pro Racing socks and calf sleeves is a series of 
products in graded hard compression.They will reduce sense of 
fatigue and boost performance. The design is sporty and sleek 
with extra padded (yet thin) support on the back for the big 
muscles around your calf. This range of products will support 
you during intense sports and endurance activities.

Excellent moisture management and comfortable fit & flex band. 
Whether you use Calf Sleeves or Compression Socks during your 
activity is a matter of preference. Combining the Calf Sleeve and 
Ankle sock will have the same effect as wearing one of our 
compression socks, however giving more room for individual 
variations in sizing. Unisex style

Pro Racing Compression Sock
COMPRESSION LEVEL 20-30 mmhg

75% Nylon / 25% Lycra®Sport

Blue/Grey
PRSBLG17

White/Yellow
PRSWY17

Black/Grey
PRSBG17

Red/Grey
PRSRG17

Black/Yellow
PRSBY17
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Cerise
art. no. CCE17

INTENSE 2.0 Compression Sock 
COMPRESSION LEVEL 20-30 mmhg

Fabric: 75% Nylon / 25% Lycra

INTENSE 2.0 Compression Calf Sleeve
 COMPRESSION LEVEL 20-30 mmhg

Fabric: 75% Nylon / 25% Lycra

INTENSE 2.0 Arm Sleeve
COMPRESSION LEVEL 20-30 mmhg

Fabric: 75% Nylon / 25% Lycra

Black
art. no.  CAB17

Chartreuse
art. no.  CACHG17

Aqua
art. no.  CAAQ17

White
art. no.  CAW17

Aqua
art. no. IAQ17

Army
art. no.IARM18

Pink Candy
art. no. IPCA18

Devils Orange
art. no. IDOR18

Cerise
art. no. ICE17

Dk Grey/Pink
art. no. IGP17

Blue/White
art. no. IBLW17

Chatreuse
art. no. ICH17

White/Grey
art. no. IWG17

Black
art. no. IBG17

Aqua
art. no. CCAQ17

Pink Candy
art. no. CCPCA18

Army
art. no. CCARM18

Devils Orange
art. no. CCDOR18

Dk Grey/Pink
art. no. CCGP17

Blue/White
art. no. CCBLW17

Chatreuse
art. no. CCCH17

Black
art. no.CC BG17

White/Grey
art. no. CCWG17

INTENSE 2.0 series of products combine cutting-edge 
technical features, high-quality materials, precisely 
targeted details and optimized compression. Graduated 
compression with air flow knit for moisture management. 
Intense socks, calfs and sleeves are created for exercise, 
high performance and recovery. They are also perfect for 
treatment and prevention of sport-related injuries.

Whether you use calf sleeves or socks during your activity 
is a matter of preference. Combining the calf sleeve and a 
pair of ankle sock for example, will have the same effect as 
wearing one of our compression socks, however giving 
more room for individual variations in sizing. Socks with 
reinforced heel and toe areas. Anatomical fits in unisex 
styles.
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INTENSE 2.0 Compression Calf Sleeve
 COMPRESSION LEVEL 20-30 mmhg

Fabric: 75% Nylon / 25% Lycra

Black/GG
art.no. ALSBGG17

Black/PW
art.no. ALSBPW17

Merino Wool Compression Sock 
COMPRESSION LEVEL 15-20 mmhg

50% Merino wool/25% Nylon/ 25% Lycra

Cross Country Compression Sock 
COMPRESSION LEVEL 15-20 mmhg

50% Merino wool/25% Nylon/ 25% Lycra®Sport

Cross Country Compression Sock 
COMPRESSION LEVEL 15-20 mmhg

50% Merino wool/25% Nylon/ 25% Lycra

Navy
art.no.MN17

Pink/WB
art.no. XCSPWB17

Navy/BW
art.no. XCSNBW17

Pink
art.no.MP17

Navy/BW
art.no. ALSNBW17

White/RB
art.no. XCSWRB17

White
art.no.MW17

Red/WB
art.no. ALSRWB17

Grey/GB
art.no. XCSGGB17

Black/RW
art.no. XCSBRW17

Black
art.no.MB17

Cross Country compression sock is the product designed 
for cross country skiers. Multi climate thanks to the high 
level of merino wool. Wicking away moisture from your 
body and gives the optimal thermal balance regulation. 
It is also natural antibacterial. Medium graduated 
compression with anatomical fit. Unisex style.

The Alpine Sock in medium graduated compression and 
is specifically designed for alpine skiing. The sock has re-
inforced areas on the front and back lower leg to ease the 
pressure that falls on the lower leg during alpine skiing. It 
is a light sock with high elasticity making it a perfect fit for 
tight fitting ski boots. Antibatcterial with foot air flow.

ZeroPoint Merino Wool Compression Socks are made of 
50% Merino Wool. The socks have a new clean design 
and are made with a Medium level compression making 
them the perfect sock choice for all types of sports as well 
as work, leisure and travel. Merino is an active fibre that 
reacts to changes in body temperature. Unisex style.

Use the socks during skiing for improved performance and 
1-2 hours after the activity to optimize your recovery to 
make sure your legs are fresh and energized for the next 
day in the track. Soft and reinforced heel and toe area.
Perfect for long time use.

With merino wool closest to your body you will stay warm 
during cold weather and cool during warm climate. If you 
lower the intensity of your activity or take a break from the 
slopes the merino wool will make sure to keep you warm 
even though you are sweaty since the material wicks away 
moisture and regulate your body temprature.

Merino wool closest to your body you will stay warm 
during cold weather and cool during warm weather. The 
material wicks away moisture and regulate your body 
temprature in an optimal way. Natural elasticity which en-
able the garments to stretch with your body – making the 
Merino Wool socks ideal for exercising, recoiver and travel.
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Team Compression Sock 
COMPRESSION LEVEL 20-30 mmhg

Fabric: 75% Nylon / 25% Lycra

White
art. no.TCSW17

Yellow
art. no.TCSY17

Red
art. no.TCSR17

Green
art. no.TCSG17

Blue
art. no.TCSBL17

Black
art. no.TCSB17

Red
art. no. TCCR17

Yellow
art. no. TCCY17

White
art. no. TCCW17

Green
art. no. TCCG17

Black
art. no.TCCB17

Blue
art. no. TCCBL17

Black
art. no.  TCAB17

Blue
art. no.  TCABL17

Green
art. no.  TCAG17

Red
art. no.  TCAR17

Yellow
art. no.  TCAY17

White
art. no.  TCAW17

Team Compression Calf Sleeve
 COMPRESSION LEVEL 20-30 mmhg

Fabric: 75% Nylon / 25% Lycra

Team Compression Arm Sleeves
COMPRESSION LEVEL 20-30 mmhg

Fabric: 75% Nylon / 25% Lycra

Team Compression Socks are created for training, high 
performance and recovery. The sock combines cutting-
edge technical features, high quality materials, precisely 
focused knitting and optimized compression. 
The compression is graded between 20-30 mmHg, 
which contributes to increased blood flow, faster recovery 
and better stability. 

Team Compression Calf Sleeves are of course adapted to 
match Team Sockan. Even this created for training, high 
performance and recovery. For those who prefer only com-
pression on the lower leg. Cutting edge technical features, 
high quality materials, precisely focused knitting and 

Team Arm Sleeves is a harder compression level and a 
sleek design. The Team Sleeves is in hard compression and 
making it an excellent choice for intense and physically 
demanding sports. The sleeves have a comfortable fit and 
flex top band which keeps the sleeves comfortably in place. 
Many athletes and excersice enthusiasts also use the arm

Reduce the risk of muscle cramping. They are also perfect 
for treatment and prevention of sports injuries. The sock 
has soft and reinforced toe and heel areas for increased 
durability and comfort. Foot sole also has silicone details 
to reduce the movement between sock and insole.
Anatomical knitted. Unisex style.

optimized compression in graduated 20-30 mmHg,
which contributes to increased blood flow, faster recovery 
and better stability. Reduce the risk of muscle cramping. 
They are also perfect for treatment and prevention of 
sports injuries. Anatomical knitted. Unisex style and size.

sleeves prevent and treat sports injuries.  Air ventilation 
knitting combined with padded protection knit areas 
create optimal movement and protects your skin from 
abrasions. Each product contains a pair of armsleeves. 
Sizing is unisex.

PRO ECO COMPRESSION SOCKS

75% ECONYL®Yarn / 25% Lycra 
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PRO ECO COMPRESSION SOCKS

75% ECONYL®Yarn / 25% Lycra 

ECO PERFORMANCE COMPRESSION SOCKS

75% ECONYL®Yarn / 25% Lycra 

Finally, we have developed the first real medical graded graduated compression socks in 
ECONYL®Yarn. Made in hard compression 20-30 mmHg. Each sock is carefully designed 
with an anatomical cut in order for you to get the most out of your compression experience. 
Airflow knitting for for optimal climate balance. Softer and stronger heel and toe area. The 
high proportion of Lycra®Sport is a essential for the sock to keep the compression constant 
at the right level time after time. 

art. PECS19BLK art. EPCS19BLK
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EERO ETTALA SIGNATURE COMPRESSION SOCKS

50% Merino Wool / 25% Nylon / 25% Lycra

art.no. EAS19LTD

In collaboration with Eero Ettala comes a long-awaited new version of the socket that has 
become a signum of the legend in the skate and snowboard world. A merino wool medium
compression sock with the characteristic retro stripes. Airflow knitting togheter with the 
merion wool makes this to a multi climate product with optimal thermal balance. 
Natural anti-bacterial. Reinforced heel and toe areas.
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DISPLAYS

COUNTER UNIT DISPLAY
40 X 60 X 30 cm

(DOUBLE SIDED )
space for up to 80 boxes 

FLOOR SMALL DISPLAY
190 X 60 X 40 cm

(DOUBLE SIDED ) 
space for up to 120 boxes

FLOOR FULL DISPLAY
190 X 120 X 40 cm

(DOUBLE SIDED )
space for up to 240 boxes

Please contact us for more details and prices if you are interested in our displays.
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www.zpcompression.com
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